Data Platform Summit 2019
Empowering Data & AI Transformation

August 22 - 24 (Summit), August 19 - 21 (Pre-Con)
Radisson BLU (Outer Ring Road), Bangalore, India

An International Data & Analytics Learning Event on Microsoft Data Stack + Open Source
ABOUT DPS

Data Platform Summit (DPS) from DataPlatformGeeks, is an annual & international 3-day learning event (with 3 days of pre-conference training) on Microsoft Data Platform & Open Source.

DPS is the only learning event in Asia where Microsoft Data Group Team Members from Redmond (USA) & global experts from 15+ nations fly down to Bangalore to deliver in-depth sessions on diverse technologies related to data & analytics.

The summit has been an outcome of persistent efforts and indomitable perseverance. DPS was born in the year 2015 as SQLServerGeeks Annual Summit 2015 (SSGAS 2015). SSGAS 2015 was Asia’s First SQL Conference. The conference got the best 50+ data & analytics speakers to deliver 70+ sessions in 5 tracks across 3 days for 800+ delegates. Continuing the success, SQLServerGeeks Annual Summit 2016 (SSGAS 2016) was attended by 800+ attendees across 3 days. The Summit had 5 tracks, 70+ speakers & 130+ sessions - the learning event was a grand success and embarked its position as a signature tech event of India.

With changing times, SQLServerGeeks (SSG) has transformed into DataPlatformGeeks (DPG), a broader version covering 30+ technologies in Microsoft Data Platform stack & Open Source. In third year, the conference was re-branded Data Platform Summit 2017. DPS 2017 saw the IT Minister of Karnataka inaugurating the 3-day learning event. More than 200 sessions were delivered by 80+ speakers on the following tracks – Database Administration, Database Development, Data Science, Cloud, IoT & NoSQL, Big Data & VLDBs and Professional Development.

The fourth year, we broke many barriers. DPS was shifted to a five-star property with a world-class infrastructure and more Pre-Cons were added. DPS 2018 set new standards for the industry to follow by making the conference sponsor-free. 0% Marketing, 100% Learning. Rohan Kumar, Corporate Vice President, Azure Data Group, from Redmond along with his team delivered a marvellous keynote, much-awaived by the industry. The data & analytics professionals in India learnt from the who’s who of the industry - Microsoft SQL CAT Team, SQL TIGER Team, Global Black Belt Team, Product Engineers from Redmond & Global MVPs & MCMs.

We welcome you to be part of Data Platform Summit 2019, the 5th edition of the mega conference that focuses on empowering Data & AI transformation across industries and communities.

"It was an enriching experience as almost all sessions had a working demo and real time example(s) to support the objective that was being driven. Presentations were done meticulously and had enough time for questions from the attendees. The magnitude of the summit was massive and great range of topics were covered. It was very well organized."

- Subha Priya Ramadoss, Director - Software Engineering, GE (JFVTC)
Data Platform Summit 2019 - Empowering Data & AI Transformation

A spectacular & unimaginable flow of intelligence. Artificial intelligence, Machine Learning & Data Algorithms will give inestimable power to individuals & enterprises, empowering Data & AI transformation in the community and the industry, alike.


DPS Technology Tracks
- Data Science
- Business Intelligence & Analytics
- Big Data & VLDBs
- Database Administration
- Database Development
- Cloud, IoT & NoSQL
- Open Source

Learning Formats
- Break-Out Session
- Open-Talks & Chalk-Talks
- Hands-On-Labs
- Demo Booths
- Group & Panel Discussions
- Ask-The-Experts
- Scheduled Interactions

Learning Methodologies

Special Focus

Artificial Intelligence  Machine Learning  Advanced Analytics  Open Source  SQL Server 2019

“DPS summit is a great opportunity for data professionals...We get to know about all the Microsoft’s data stack in one platform. It’s an opportunity to come out of the routine and hear from experts on the latest happenings. I learnt new things in technology and understood how Microsoft is investing in data space. Thanks to all the speakers and Microsoft leadership for sharing experiences to the community.”

- Kalyan Chakravarti, Head (Content Systems Development), S&P Global Market Intelligence

#2 Project Solutions
Microsoft Program Managers, Principal Program Managers, Group Program Managers, Premier Field Engineers, Escalation Engineers, Data Architects and the like. Learn some real-world stuff from this crowd and implement in your project.

“Data Platform Summit Team has really stepped up to deliver differentiated Delegate Experience on Knowledge and Skill. I must admit to say, Experience Speaks while Exposure Matters. Every track in the conference gave an in-depth perspective and Open Sessions helped to interact in discussing the problems and finding solutions. Loved the knowledge of speakers and participants - it was productive.”

- Bala Peddigari, Technology Head - Digital Initiatives, TCS


Ask-The-Experts: Get the opportunity to ask open-ended questions to a panel of experts from Microsoft, MCM & MVP community. The questions never stop at DPS.

Scheduled Interactions: Spend dedicated time with select senior Experts. Interaction scheduled at dedicated speaker kiosks.

Artificial Intelligence
- Machine Learning
- R & Python
- Cortana Intelligence Suite
- MMLSpark
- Azure BDT Services
- Cognitive Services
- AI Toolkit for Azure IoT Edge
- Caffe2
- Azure Machine Learning Packages
- Azure Kubernetes Services
- Azure Batch AI
- Apache Spark for Azure HDInsight
- PyTorch
- Scikit-Learn
- ML.NET
- Ml.NET

Big Data
- Hadoop
- HDInsight
- Azure Data Bricks
- Azure Data Lake Store
- Azure Data Lake Analysis Polybase
- SPARK/STORM/PIG/HIVE/HBASE

SQL on Azure
- Azure SQL Managed Instance
- Azure SQL DB
- Azure SQL VM
- Azure SQL Data Warehouse

Data Integration
- SQL Server
- Integration Services
- Azure Data Factory
- Data Quality Services
- Master Data Services

SQL Server On-Premise
- SQL Server 2019
- SQL Server 2017
- SQL Server 2016
- SQL Server 2014
- SQL Server 2012
- SQL on Linux

Analytics & Business Intelligence
- Power BI
- SQL Server Analysis Services
- Azure Analysis Services
- Azure Stream Analytics
- Analytics Platform System (PDS)

NoSQL & IoT
- Cosmos DB
- MongoDB
- Azure IoT Suite
- Azure IoT Central

Open Source
- Azure DB for MySQL
- Azure DB for PostgreSQL
- Azure Server for MariaDB
- Azure Redis Cache
- Cassandra
- SQL Server On Linux
- Docker Containers
- Kubernetes
- Azure Cognitive Tools
- TensorFlow
- Omx

We always talk about scalable technology which is paramount. To manage the exponential growth around us but the need of the hour is scalable learning which is related to managing those scalable technologies. There is nothing better than community learning to share our knowledge and experience with other and in the process of doing so making learning scalable. Data Platform Summit is just doing that.

-Arjita Sengupta, Sr. Manager – Database, Thomson Reuters

A great experience… DPS 2019 Platform gives us an excellent opportunity to learn and get insights about new Microsoft Technologies and by industrial use cases. Lot of interesting sessions and trainings, improved my overall understanding about AI knowledge, its possibilities and its industrial applications. Different sessions with multiple tracks give very good flexibility in choosing the session based on our interests. Trainings from DPS 2019, helped me to kick start AI based internship projects for my organization. Me and my colleagues have enjoyed the sessions and received DPS 2019 how such sessions in the future as well. Thanks.

-Biju P K, Technology Manager, ABM Corporate Development Centre
18 PRE-CON TRAINING CLASSES
August 19, 20 & 21

Check out updated Pre-Cons @ www.DPS10.com

- Power BI Desktop Modeling by Peter Myers (Australia)
- Evolving Your Data Platform For The Cloud (1) & Powershell For SQL DBA (2) by John Q Martin (UK)
- Automation, Builds & Containers For DevOps by Hamish Watson (New Zealand)
- SQL Server Performance Tuning by Amit Bansal (India)
- SQL Server On Linux (1) & Modern Analytics Solution (2) by Joey D’Antoni (USA)
- Supervised and unsupervised ML with Python by Damian Widera (Poland)
- Power Apps & Flow by Sila Hartwalh (USA)
- Azure Infrastructure (1) & HADR (2) by Denny Cherry (USA)
- Data Science with Databricks (1) & Azure ML (2) by Ginger Grant (USA)
- Developing Your First AI Application by Anupama Natrajan (New Zealand)
- Modernizing Your ETL Solution In The Cloud with SSIS in ADF by Sandy Winarko (China)
- Power BI Service & Reporting by Reid Havens (USA)

By International Experts.
- Attend maximum three Pre-Con classes on three different technology topics
- Each Pre-Con delivered by an international & renowned technology expert
- Attend Pre-Cons to enhance your summit experience for next 5 days
- Receive exclusive content for the Pre-Cons you attend
- Receive Pre-Con Certificate for the class you attend


Up-Skill & Re-Skill Yourself
Do you feel your skillsets are outdated? As per recent studies by major research houses, the IT workforce of India needs major up-skilling and re-skilling to remain competitive and relevant. Give your skills the much-needed boost @ DPS 2019.

Data Platform Summit is an eDominer brand
DPS 2019 Pre-Conference Classes Are Full-Day Training Aligned To DPS 2019 Technology Tracks

- Each Pre-Con Class is 8 hours long
- Deep-dive, demo-oriented & with real-world scenarios
- 3 days of DPS 2019 Pre-Con (August 19, 20 & 21)
- 6 different Pre-Cons each day. In total, 18 Pre-cons at DPS 2019

Check out the Pre-Con topics of previous summits at www.DPS10.com.

Blast from the Past
(DPS 2018 Pre-Cons)

- Leading Edge Data Science with Microsoft Tools
- Azure Cosmos DB Workshop
- Data Integration With SSIS And ADF
- Azure SQLDB/Managed Instance
- Troubleshoot And Optimize SQL Server
- Power BI From Rookie To Rock Star
- Linux For The SQL Server DBA
- Zero To Analysis Services
- HADR - SQL Server & Azure
- Microsoft Artificial Intelligence Platform
- Practical R For Everyone
- Building A Scalable Data Architecture In Azure
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